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BOUNDARY VALUE AND PERIODIC PROBLEM FOR THE EQUATION 
x"Ct> + fyCxC-b)) = <p,Ct) 
(Preliminary communication) 
Svatopluk FUfifK, Vladimir LOVICAR, Praha 
Abstract: Under the assumption 9. is a continuous func-
tion with 
&(f) 
x£\X±» — f — =-+<%> it is considered the boundary value 
and periodic problem for the equation x"(-h)+g*(x (i)> * frC-t) « 
The periodic problem is also investigated in the ca-
ses of various growths of the function <y . 
Key words: Boundary value problem, periodic problem, 
weak solution, classical solution, nonlinear ordinary diffe-
rential equation of the second order. 
AMS: 34B15, 34C25 Ref. 2. 7.927, 7.925.32 
Let <%> be a continuous real valued function defined on 




х"(*) + суСх и)) - #, с±) С".*— - г ) > 
where fy is a given right hand side. If cu ,&,&+& are the 
real numbers we shall consider %ie boundary value problem 
(2) axCO) + Jbr*'C0) -= 0 * c*<4) + cLx'Ct) . 
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A solution of (l) is said to satisfy the periodic problem if 
(3) xCO) = *CI) , x'(0) = x'(4) . 
Definition. Let /fi eL^ ( 0 ; 41) . A continuously dif-
ferentiable function on < 0 , 0 is said to be a weak solu-
tion of the equation (1) if for any i e < 0? O it holds 
xCi)s~lxCO)+t*'CO) + f (t- fi>) (&(*)- q>(x(*)))d* * 
J0 
I t i s easy to aee tha t i f /r> i a continuous then the 
weak solut ion x of (1) has second derivat ive which i s con-
tinuous on •<0,<f> and the equation (1) i s sa t i s f ied in 
each t e < 0 , O . 
The existence of a weak solution (or c lass ica l solu-
t ion) of the problem (1), (2) under the assumption: 
there exis t oc £ 0 , /S' S 0 auch. t ha t lg*.Cf) I £ cc +-
+ /3 l £ I , followa immediately from the abs t ract r e s u l t s 
given in [3 - 5 » 8, 91 . 
In t e re s t ing nonlinearity of the function. <%> i s considered 
in C l ] . Many papers deal with the problem (1) , (3) . But by 
our meaning, the case of a special r ight hand side i s consi-
dered (see e .g . C2]), or there are supposed some addit ional 
assumptions ( C6, 73 ) . 
Our r e s u l t s may be formulated as follows: 
Theorem 1 . Let • 
j&m, --2 ss 4- oo 
tfl++*> § 
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Then the boundary value problem (1) , (2) has ftfr each. 
jti e L; ( 0 , 4 ) an inf in i te number of distinct weajfc solutions* 
Theorem- 2* Let the function, fy satisfy the assumptions 
of Theorem 1. Then for any right hand side ^eJL^CO^i) the 
periodic problem (1) , (3) has at least one weak solution. 
(The proofs of Theorems 1 and 2 use essentially the shooting 
method and the comparison theorems.) 
Theorem 3 . Let fy be a bounded continuous function on 
7i . Suppose that there exiat-
Sdfnv a, (9) = a,(+co) t 
JUm» a ( f ) * a C - oo) • 
If the inequalities qpC- oo) -c ^ C f ) «< fy ( + oo) hold for 
eaeh | e X then, the periodic problem ( l ) , (3) has a weak 
solution for the right hand side >ft e L^ CO^A) i f and on-
l y i f 
4 
lAl $,C- ca) «; J 4vCt)dt < $*C*oo) . 
Theorem 4. Under the assumptions of-Theorem 3 the con-
dition (4) is necesaary and sufficient to tie the periodic 
problem solvable (in the classical sense) for a continuous 
right hand side J(v # 
Theorem 5. Let ̂ - he an. odd continuous monotone f unc-
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tion on Jt and 
A 
Suppose that there exist oC £ 0 and/3 c CO, 9* ) auch that 
I fy < § ) I £ eo + p> 1 £ 1 fox. each f 6 Jt . Than..for arbitrary 
4i.eLiC0,'f) there exists at least one weak solution of the 
periodic problem (1), (3). 
(The proofs of Theorems 3 - 5 are based on the abstract met-
hod for the solvability of the nonlinear equations (see 
t3J).) 
The detailed proofs of the results will be presented 
in a paper to be published later in Czech.Math .Journal or 
Cas.P&st.liat. wh«re further comments and references will be 
given. 
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